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Abstract— This investigation provides outcome of utilizing educational data mining [EDM] to design academic performance of students from real time and online dataset collected from colleges. Data mining is determined to examine non-academic and academic data; this model utilizes a classification approach termed as Fuzzy SVM classification with Genetic algorithm to attain effectual understanding of association rule in enrolment and to evaluate data quality for classification, which is identified as prediction task of performance and academic status based on low academic performance. This model attempts to predict student’s performance in grading system. Academic and student records attained from process were considered to train models estimated using cross-validation and formerly records from complete academic performance. Simulation was performed in MATLAB environment and show that academic status prediction is enhanced while hybrid dataset are added. The accuracy was compared with the existing models and shows better trade off than those methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education is extremely a significant issue that is related to the development of country, specifically in growing countries like India, where education is a factor powerfully related to social mobility; henceforth, to recognize students at risk while analyzing academic performance effectually, and to recognize the factors has higher influence over this [1]. For this, data mining approach is more appropriate tool to deal with these tasks.

Analytics application in education has raised context in few decades. In [2], et al. has three drivers for evaluating it: initially, volume of data that has been collected from any educational institutions has significantly augmented, whether from learning management systems or course management or student information systems. Next, e-learning utilization: although it helps in aggregating data and brought certain learning issued like possible motivation lack and complexity for educators to attain feedback considering level of interest, mood or students understanding; at last, countries are attaining superior understanding of significance of education in development and have an focus to enhance better learning opportunities that causes to superior outcomes.

Based on these circumstances, DM approaches have been used in administrative crisis and Learning crisis, however with superior concentration on automated discovery. In latter process, consider educator- or learner oriented.

In initial process, concentration is predominantly on students to study successfully by recommending novel contents. At last, the aim is to offer educators with tools to authorize, therefore direct learner effectually. Subsequently, in application towards administrative issues in data warehouses or business intelligence tools helps to assist DM procedure.

DM application in Education field is specified as Education Data Mining (EDM) and it is described as International Education DM Society as, “emerging field, related to approaches for exploring various data that emerges from educational settings, and utilizing these techniques to superior recognize students and learn in”. Based on these approaches of EDM, the author in [3] examines classification as trails: Clustering, recognition, data distillation for judgment, prediction and model discovery. In [4] et al, recommends diverse taxonomy sourced on educational tasks: Offering feedback, examining and visualization, predicting performance, suggestion, student modelling, detecting behaviour, grouping students, developing concept map, social network analysis, constructing courseware, planning and scheduling [5]. Moreover, in EDM, data mining application and its task are similar: Clustering, Classification and Association rules analysis are included in KDD.

Here, two data mining classification are anticipated to analyse students’ academic performance at time with socio-economic data, however based on academic records. Numerous circumstances are analyzed based on data utilized. It is an extended version of investigation titled DM to analyze performance of students.

The work is structured as trails: Section II offers certain EDM background and works; section III offers datasets, pre-processing, classification models for calculating academic success is explained. Section IV problem statement and section V demonstrates experimental and evaluation outcomes of proposed model; section VI shows conclusion a future direct of research work.

II. RELATED WORKS

An essential feature of classification approach is that is can be constructed based on the part of data, and as well termed as training set, which is utilized to learn model. Based on attributes subset, these are considered as class. After construction of model, it is utilized to allocate label to records, class attributes are unidentified

So as to construct this model, two extensively utilized approaches are used: Bayesian classifier and decision trees. Black box models like SVMs and ANNs are also found in literature however it was not utilized in this work.

In general, DT is representation comprises of arcs and nodes in which
internal node offers decision sourced on attribute and arcs specifies node. It terminates on leaf, which specifies label to be allocated [6]. To categorize record with DT, it commences by root and moves level at time based on conditions test outcomes on every node; when it terminates on leaf, record is categorized to label of leaf node. Here, C4.5 algorithm is sourced on Hunts procedure [7]. It is an essential feature that has ability to deal continuous and discrete attributes.

Subsequently, Bayesian classifier utilizes a probabilistic association amongst attributes and classes, indeed of deterministic where attributes set provided are not possess an identical label outcome [8]. Classification is to categorize based on attributes values and expressed as record probability from class ‘Y’, provided set of attributes Subsequent methodology to investigate success to analyze performance in course; it utilizes same approach for diverse outcome and analyzing failure at completing course, it evaluates failures at course [9]. Both utilize information regarding students’ present and past to identify academic success in class, or complete program.

Applications of DM approaches are extensively utilized to analyze problem from certain decade. In [10], author utilized diverse approaches for identifying dropouts from class sourced on demographic and students data with NB as best option. In [11], the author illustrated the occurrence of academic failure of students. It offer variables with extremely correlated to success on model utilized by [12], which demonstrates academic results are influenced by three factors: students’ perceptions, history and involvement in studies [13]. As well, this work comprises of an application of DM to categorize first year students into three categories: high, medium and low risk students. In [14], the author utilized school records to identify GPA in engineering studies at Wellington University [15]. Here, diverse model is learned for undergraduate engineering programs and it is significantly superior.

III. DATA SET AND PREPROCESSING

The students academic data set measured here can be merged in three categorized as described below:

- Students information: high school (for instance: private, public), access (for instance: admission program, regular), option for selecting program (1, 1 to 3) and program exists.
- Socio-economic & Demographic: Age, admission, city, ‘estrato’, ethnicity (Socio-economic classification).
- Academic efficiency: Test score in modules (i.e. math, text, sciences, Image & social studies) classification for technical studies.
- All the academic information system dataset comprises field to recognize period, student and program where student is enrolled. Enrolment report is of students reports at academic period. It comprises of diverse fields based on student data, number of enrolments and certain academic performance like weighted GPA and GPA.

Grade report comprises of course data in every period and final outcomes. Some related fields regarding courses are: number of credits, course section, numeric grade (0 to 5), alphabetic grade (not approved or approved) and typology of course, that is, foundation, professional, optional electives and levelling courses. Academic status loss of students registers while academic report is blocked. Certain corresponding fields are blocking code, description, academic period and date, if it is still in functionality or not. If available, information of unlocking students’ academic history is performed which comprises description, code and academic period.

Based on the lower performance of academic status, student may have some academic history blocked due to numerous reasons which are codified in Information systems. Types of blocking were classified as academic, owing to low academic performance, that is, inappropriate GPA, fails in two subjects or insufficient credits/non-academic credits, when academic performance needs were still satisfied however student has not enrolled in academic period, for instance, transfer to other program, withdrawal or suspension for not renewing enrolment. Academic category is only one consideration in this work as an attempt to isolate components of academic performance.

To carry out classification task, two datasets were merged into one file. This process comprises of numerous steps. Initially, grades report was summed up for each student in certain academic period. This comprises of percentage of approved credits, number of credits, average grade both in general and as well specific typology of course, that is, foundation, professional and optional electives. There is some information regarding performance in two levelling of course: best performance and worst performance.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The ultimate objective of this research is to in co-operate prior knowledge of Fuzzy Support Vector Machine to assist in learning process by integrating certain constraints derived from experts’ knowledge about target function. This section offers forma definition of problem statement. Initially, the concept of Fuzzy based SVM is defined and explains how it assists in learning process of FSVM. Subsequently, certain constraints of FSVM are overcome by genetic algorithm for recognizing academic performance.

Thirdly, in classification model, dual optimization problem of FSVM-GA is formulated and theoretically analyze its classification property. At last, the constraints of existing models are overcome and assist in improving learning performance using dataset instances.

V. PROPOSED METHOD

This section explains in detail about genetic algorithm and fuzzy based SVM classification for predicting student’s performance.

a. Genetic based Association

In accordance to basic concept of genetic algorithm, some specific operations like species grouping like encode, select, interest and variation. At last, some useful association rules can also be drawn. The fundamental motivation lies in considering support and confidence as computational standard of fitness function in meantime and determining the influence of two individuals. In primary species grouping, it will construct more effectual individual copy, which increases the quality of species group. In accordance to mutation operator on variation, and regulate individuals in two small species groups based on fitness size, moreover it guarantees quality of population.

b. Implementation of algorithm model
Step 1: In initialization phase, it randomly produces an initial species group which comprises of ‘N’ individuals after coding and converts average fitness and fitness of every individual in species group in accordance to computation of fitness which is defined as above.

Step 2: sorting every individual in species group in accordance to its fitness from large to small.

Step 3: validating individuals in accordance to fitness size. 20% individuals, and does not copy rest of 80% and computing reserved individuals as $N'$.

Step 4: if $N'$ than haplomometry computes $N'$ individuals, and maintains total amount of ’$N'$ of species/group else move to step 6.

Step 5: Evaluate individuals in accordance to average fitness and fitness, and validate migration rate.

Step 6: computing least fitness value $\beta \rightarrow 20\%$ of individuals and highest fitness value $\sigma \rightarrow 80\%$ of individuals, if least fitness value is lesser than highest fitness value, then substitute fitness values, else move to step 7; repeat step till the value is not exchanged, then go to step 7.

Step 7: choosing two individuals from 20% individual group haplomantly, then perform the following steps.

1. Select most fit individual from two individuals, at last, select most fit individual from trained individuals and accumulating novel species group.

2. Step 8: terminate till fulfills every conditions, else move to step 2.


c. Association rule generation

Based on the above algorithm, student academic performance is constructed based on association rules as follows: (100% confidence, 35% support)

Name <Rank: junior; domestic development level: developed, gender: male>

(100% confidence, 25% support)

Name <Rank: senior, domestic development level: general, gender: female>

(95% confidence, 15% support)

Name <Rank: senior, domestic development level: general, gender: male>

(94% confidence, 8% support)

Name <Rank: senior, gender: male, domestic development level: highly developed>

(95% confidence, 10% support)

Based on the above extracted rules, the result extracted shows that higher level performance of students depicts a useful performance of individuals in grade exam; Students performance also depends on monthly students report; individuals who secures very lower grade will have lesser confidence and therefore efforts to deal with confidence enhancement has to be done. In the group of contemporary individuals computation of grade level, majority of student performance is evaluated, therefore it can be seen that higher grade scoring individuals are more attractive for grade computation.

d. FSVM

This section explains in detail about the virtual computation of instances acquired from the dataset. This approach is modelled for some non-linear cases, wherein linear models are derived from elimination of kernel with identity function.

Number FSVM model were constructed for numerous classification crisis, certain training points are significant. Some of the training points are extremely important for classification purposes, whereas less significant training points are not considered or misclassified. Followed by this, fuzzy based membership function is defined for every training points. $x_i$ is measured as significance and classified as one class, while $1 - S_i$ is a degree where meaningless.

Some observed student’s dataset (academic performance) $((x_{i1}, y_{i1}, s_i)[k = 1,2,...,N])$, with respect to these data, FSVM is presented as in Eq. (1):

$$\min J(W, E) = \frac{1}{2} W^T W + C \sum_{k=1}^{N} s_k e_k$$  (1)

The above derived function transforms input to high dimensional feature space, while classification crisis are permissible, or chances are classification is superior. $\phi(X)$ is identity function, which is specifically used in case of linearly separable crisis.

From Eq. [1], target function has form $y(x) = sign(W^T \phi(X) + b)$, which is monotonic in case if it without loss of generality. Monotonic constraint is expressed as in Eq. (2):

$$w^T \phi(X) \leq w^T \phi(X_2) \quad \text{for all } x \leq \bar{x}$$  (2)

Consider a set of virtual academic performance of students or observed pair of data, with these observed virtual instances, classification can be done with monotonic constraints based inequality.

From the dataset used, the academic performance of students is considered as attributes, along with the grade reports of students periodically. Grade report increases the monotonic constraint nature whereas the student’s personal information reduces the monotonic constraint nature. Therefore, the association between the attribute relationships is increased or decreased based on the monotonic constraints. Let an academic performance of student example $x_1$ and $x_2$ be two students correspondingly. Suppose the comparison of these two students performance in grade examination has shorter duration for grade 1, grade 2, grade 3 and so on, these students possess different GPA, then based on monotonic nature provided by experts, student $x_1$ is assigned to class which is less than equal to class of student $x_2$. Linear inequality based monotonic property is provided as in Eq. (3):

$$w^T \phi(x_1) \leq w^T \phi(x_2)$$  (3)

By adding this monotonic constraint to FSVM, the model can be constructed as in Eq. (4):

$$\min f(w, e) = \frac{1}{2} w^T W + C \sum_{k=1}^{N} s_k e_k$$  (4)

Subject to $y_k(w^T \phi(x) + b) \geq 1 - e_k, k = 1,2,...N$

Algorithm 1:

Input: Students dataset with fuzzy membership
Output: Classification based on students performance

Step 1: Determine the monotonic constraint using Eq. (2)

Step 2: Compute the target function using SVM

Step 3: Solve the loss of generality using quadratic program solve such as MATLAB

Step 4: Apply grid search and find optimal parameter

Step 5: Output optimal grade level using linear inequality

Step 6: Determine FSVM classifier

Step 7: Construct FSVM using monotonic constraint using Eq. (4)
VI. SIMULATION SETUP AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to carry out a fair comparison, all SVM classifiers incorporated with Fuzzy, and same MATLAB is adopted for GA approaches. Codes are executed in MATLAB R2011a with Intel Core i7-3770 CPU of 16 GB RAM Server 2008. Datasets are provided as training and test sets to analyze out-of-sample prediction performance. Cross-validation is used in training to find optimal factors for proposed techniques.

a. Performance Measures

In this investigation, we compare the proposed GA-FSVM algorithm with other prevailing classifiers, examining their performances in terms of accuracy, recall, precision, F-measure.

Table Ia: Tabular representation for P-value outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT in online dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table Ib: Tabular representation for P-value outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT in real time dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.5425</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5239</td>
<td>0.4627</td>
<td>0.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5050</td>
<td>0.4921</td>
<td>0.331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IIIa: Tabular representation for F-measure outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in online dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>84.7702</td>
<td>87.3614</td>
<td>92.0183</td>
<td>92.6802</td>
<td>94.56</td>
<td>95.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>88.6957</td>
<td>92.9263</td>
<td>93.2766</td>
<td>93.3519</td>
<td>94.35</td>
<td>95.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IIIb: Tabular representation for F-measure outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in real time dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>84.7602</td>
<td>87.3514</td>
<td>92.0162</td>
<td>92.6780</td>
<td>94.40</td>
<td>95.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>88.6950</td>
<td>92.9326</td>
<td>93.2750</td>
<td>93.3500</td>
<td>94.20</td>
<td>95.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IIa: Tabular representation for T-value outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in online dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25.5546</td>
<td>25.1147</td>
<td>25.0510</td>
<td>23.9635</td>
<td>21.96</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IIb: Tabular representation for T-value outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in real time dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig 2: Graphical representation of ‘T’ value in online and real time dataset

Fig 3: Graphical representation of F-measure value in online and real time dataset

Table IVa: Tabular representation for precision outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in online dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>91.172</td>
<td>94.263</td>
<td>94.702</td>
<td>97.820</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>93.883</td>
<td>96.225</td>
<td>96.489</td>
<td>97.190</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IVb: Tabular representation for precision outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in online dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>91.170</td>
<td>94.260</td>
<td>94.700</td>
<td>97.810</td>
<td>98.20</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>93.870</td>
<td>96.220</td>
<td>96.480</td>
<td>97.180</td>
<td>98.50</td>
<td>98.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table V a: Tabular representation for Recall outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in online dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>78.87</td>
<td>82.97</td>
<td>83.31</td>
<td>83.82</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>78.89</td>
<td>83.53</td>
<td>85.25</td>
<td>86.74</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V b: Tabular representation for Recall outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in online dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>78.870</td>
<td>82.966</td>
<td>83.300</td>
<td>83.808</td>
<td>85.0001</td>
<td>86.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>78.880</td>
<td>83.523</td>
<td>85.250</td>
<td>86.730</td>
<td>84.400</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI a: Tabular representation for accuracy outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in online dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80.5064</td>
<td>82.3165</td>
<td>85.6190</td>
<td>88.72</td>
<td>89.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>81.2563</td>
<td>85.3756</td>
<td>83.8888</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI b: Tabular representation for accuracy outcomes of GA-FSVM and existing k-NN, SVM, DT, ACO-NB in real dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>K-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>ACO-NB</th>
<th>ELBA-ABCC</th>
<th>FSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80.5064</td>
<td>82.3165</td>
<td>85.6190</td>
<td>88.72</td>
<td>89.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>81.2563</td>
<td>85.3756</td>
<td>83.8888</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 4:** Graphical representation of Precision in online and real time dataset

**Fig 5:** Graphical representation of recall value in online and real time dataset

**Fig 6:** Graphical representation of Accuracy value in online and real time dataset

Accuracy is intuitive measurement strategy, which openly describes predictive ability on tested data which are classified appropriately, and defined as in Eq. (5):

\[
Accuracy = \frac{TP+TN}{TP+FP+TN+FN} \quad (5)
\]

where TP, FP, TN and FN are values utilized to describe predictive power of DM, and defined as below:

- **TP** = instances with positive outcomes which are classified appropriately.
- **FP** = instances with positive outcomes which are misclassified.
- **TN** = instances with negative outcomes which are appropriately classified.
- **FN** = instances with negative outcomes which are misclassified.

Recall depicted as ratio of positives that are appropriately identified and defined as in Eq. (6):

\[
Recall = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \quad (6)
\]

Precision is ratio of instances with positive predictive outcomes with appropriate prediction. It is defined as in Eq. (7):

\[
Precision = \frac{TP}{TP+FP} \quad (7)
\]

F-measure is harmonic mean of precision and recall (sensitivity), and depicted as in Eq. (8):

\[
F - measure = 2 \times \frac{PPV \times sensitivity}{PPV + sensitivity} \quad (8)
\]

With F-measure, precision and recall are considered to avoid situation with high precision and low recall or vice versa. Figure 1 shows graphical representation of P-value of the proposed method with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, and DT. The outcome attained using GA-FSVM is 0.300, 0.321 respectively. Table I a and I b depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT in online and real time dataset. The P-Value attained for prevailing methods are 0.5558, 0.5556, 0.5431, 0.5514, 0.5249, and 0.5060 correspondingly.
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Figure 2 depicts graphical representation of T-value of proposed method with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, and DT. The outcome attained using GA-FSVM is 20.96, 18.85 respectively.

Table II a and b depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT over online and real time dataset. The T-Value attained for prevailing methods are 25.5546, 27.4008, 25.1147, 24.6391, 25.0510, and 21.2804 correspondingly. Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of F-measure of anticipated method with the existing approaches such as -NN, SVM, and DT. The outcome attained using GA-FSVM is 95.66 and 95.68 respectively.

Table III a and b depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT over online and real time dataset. The T-Value attained for prevailing methods are 84.7702, 88.6957, 87.3614, 92.9263, 92.0183, 93.2766 correspondingly. Figure 4 depicts graphical representation of precision of anticipated approach with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, and DT. The outcome attained using GA-FSVM is 98.9 and 98.9 respectively.

Table IV a and b depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT over online and real time dataset. The precision attained for prevailing methods are 91.1721, 93.8838, 94.2630, 96.2255, 94.7021, and 96.4893 correspondingly. Figure 5 shows the graphical representation of Recall % of the proposed method with the existing methods such as -NN, SVM, and DT. The outcome attained using GA-FSVM is 86 and 85 respectively.

Table V a and b depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT over online and real time dataset. The Recall attained for prevailing methods are 78.8785, 78.8910, 82.9769, 83.5338, 83.3104, and 85.2581 correspondingly. Figure 6 depicts graphical representation of Accuracy % of anticipated method with existing methods such as -NN, SVM, and DT. The outcome attained using GA-FSVM is 89.27 and 89.5 respectively.

Table VI a and b depicts the iterative outcome attained for the proposed method with the existing work such as k-NN, SVM, DT over online and real time dataset. The accuracy attained for prevailing methods are 78.7342, 79.4602, 80.5064, 81.1438, 82.3165, and 85.3756 correspondingly. As per the investigation, accuracy of 85.6190% is attained in our anticipated replica through validation phase. The outcome of validation phase shows reliability of anticipated replica.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this investigation, the proposed model is examined using the hybrid online and the collected dataset. The proposed model impact over the performance of using proposed Fuzzy membership is generated using FSVM and monotonic constraints of training students’ data. Analytical outcomes illustrates that the anticipated methods have benefits over FSVM and GA algorithm, which shows the effectiveness and feasibility of the model over the prevailing techniques. As well, formulation of these constraints attains kernel estimation which can be extended and can be utilized as framework for developing classifiers. In future, loss of generality can be investigated in detail to eliminate redundant features and to reduce complexity.
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